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Smartwaches are the representative wearable or body-worn devices that provide convenient and easy information access.
There is a growing body of research work on enabling novel interaction techniques and understanding user experiences
of smartwatches. However, there is still lack of user experience research on wearing behaviors of smartwatches, which is
critical for wearable device and service design. In this work, we investigate how college students wear smartwatches and
what factors affect wearing behaviors by analyzing a longitudinal activity dataset collected from 50 smartwatch users for
203 days. Our results show that there are several temporal usage patterns and distinct groups of usage patterns. The factors
affecting wearing behaviors are contextual, nuanced, and multifaceted. Our findings provide diverse design implications for
improving wearability of smartwatches and leveraging smartwatches for behavioral changes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A smartwatch is a wearable device that has gained significant traction in recent years. A smartwatch has the

ability to aid users’ daily lives because it complements their smartphones by providing convenient and easy

information access such as checking notifications promptly. In addition, human activity sensing capabilities with

smartwatches will enable a host of mobile health applications as promised by recent mobile health platforms

such as Google Fit, Apple HealthBook, and Microsoft Healthvault [20, 44]. Many smartwatches have been

released in recent years, not only by major smartphone manufacturers such as Apple and Samsung but also by

startups such as Pebble. Furthermore, there is a growing body of research work on enabling novel interaction

techniques [5, 20, 38, 54] and understanding user experiences of smartwatches [9, 32, 42, 48].

In particular, prior studies examined various user experience topics such as usage motives, usability issues, and

usage patterns. For example, researchers identified that smartwatches are mainly used for checking notifications
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and tracking physical activities [32, 42, 48], and micro-interactions with smartwatches (i.e., short and frequent

access) are considered very useful in various contexts (e.g., checking notifications while socializing) [9, 42, 48].

The major departure from conventional mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets is that smartwatches

are wearable or body-worn devices. Users can interact with conventional mobile devices, as long as they are

nearby. However, wearable devices, such as smartwatches, are deemed useful if users wear them; otherwise, they

cannot fully reap the benefits of smartwatches (e.g., interacting with a glanceable display for prompt checking).

In general, understanding wearing behaviors is critical for designing wearable devices, and thus, it is important

to investigate how people wear smartwatches and to examine what factors such as usability [33, 37, 42] and

aesthetic concerns [10, 11, 19] affect wearing behaviors. Furthermore, smartwatches can be considered as a

representative wearable device. Overall, understanding wearing behavior of smartwatches would provide various

insights into designing other wearable devices such as activity trackers and smart glasses.

However, there is still lack of user experience research on wearing behaviors of smartwatches. Prior studies

mostly examined the motives and usability issues [9, 42, 48], and measurement studies were to limited to small-

scale, short-term behavior analyses on micro-interactions [36]. None of the prior studies attempted to characterize

wearing behaviors of smartwatches, which requires a long-term, in-vivo measurement study due to unique

characteristics of smartwatches, i.e., ubiquity of access, micro-interaction styles, and mobility of users.

In this study, we aim to answer the following research questions about smartwatch wearing behaviors: (1)

what are the temporal wearing behaviors, and what motivates these patterns? (2) What are the major factors

that affect wearing and taking off behaviors? Towards this goal, we performed a longitudinal user study by

distributing Apple Watches to 50 college students and collecting activity tracking data (i.e., step counts and heart

rates) for just over 200 days. We chose the Apple Watch because it currently has the largest market share in

the world (45.6% as of Q3 2016) [8]. Our work investigated the college students as a focusing lens on emerging

wearable technologies as in prior campus health studies [43, 52]. College students are of special interests to the

research communities because of their developmental dynamics and relative independence from social roles and

expectations [21, 43, 52].

This quantitative study gave us an understanding of how frequently, how long, and when users wear their

watches in a day. In addition, we conducted a survey and interview study with the participants who provided their

activity tracking data. Through this qualitative study, we obtained detailed reasons as to why such behaviors were

observed and what the major factors that affect wearing and taking off behaviors are. The major contributions of

this paper are the following:

• This work is the first longitudinal measurement study about wearing behaviors of smartwatches. We used

a mixed method by quantitatively analyzing temporal wearing patterns and qualitatively investigating

reasons and factors related to wearing behaviors.

• We built an activity data collection platform for the Apple Watch and collected a longitudinal dataset.

Using the collected dataset, we then proposed a novel approach that infers whether a user wears a watch

or not using step count and heart rate data. We argue that conventional health trackers mostly report step

counts and heart rates, but they cannot be directly used to infer the wearing state because the heart rate

input is less stable with mobility, and step counts may be tracked even when the tracker is not worn. Our

machine learning model can achieve over 95% accuracy with a detection time granularity of 8 minutes in

everyday scenarios.

• Our off-line data analysis showed that the average daily wearing times were 10.99 hours and 8.40 hours

on weekdays and weekends, respectively. The average number of take-off events per day was estimated

to be 3.17. We found that subjective reports were less accurate: users overestimated the average wearing

duration as 13.38 hours, whereas they underestimated the average number of take-off events per day as

2.06. Our cluster analysis identified three distinct groups of usage patterns, namely work-hour wearers,

active-hour wearers, and all-day wearers. Temporal usage analysis showed that usage density of a user is
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fairly high and consistent with its average of 88.7%, and a majority of users (92%) tended to only have

short break duration (with the median break length of 5 days or less).

• We present the major themes related to wearability that were uncovered from content analysis of the

interview results, such as micro-interaction needs in daily routines, smartwatch charging, aesthetic

concerns, and activity/exercise tracking accuracy. Based on the findings from this study, we suggest

several design implications for improving wearability of smartwatches and leveraging smartwatches for

behavioral changes.

Note that our study has several limitations about generalizability of the findings due to limited data collection.

To generalize our findings, there should be comparative studies with other smartwatch devices and diverse user

groups.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work in this field by examining

prior studies about user experiences of smartwatches and activity trackers. In Section 3, we present a quantitative

study of wearing behaviors. After providing a brief overview of the overall data processing, we detail the data

collection methods and illustrate our wearing state classification models. We then provide the analysis results

about temporal patterns of wearing behaviors, i.e., daily wearing patterns, diurnal wearing patterns, and take-off

event patterns. In Section 4, we aim to corroborate our quantitative findings in Section 3 with a qualitative

study. We look at the reasons behind our quantitative findings by investigating a variety of contextual elements

such as places, activities, and social circumstances. We performed an online survey and in-depth interviews and

conducted content analysis to corroborate our major findings about our research questions from earlier sections.

In Section 5, we summarize our major findings, discuss how our findings are related to the prior studies, and

examine the limitations of our work. In Section 6, we conclude our work and provide possible directions for

future work.

2 RELATED WORK

We provide an overview of prior studies on user experiences of smartwatches and fitness trackers.

2.1 Smartwatch Using Behaviors

Prior studies on smartwatches mostly focused on developing new interaction methods and creating new smart-

watch services [5, 20, 38, 54]. In recent years, there have been a growing body of user experience research

on smartwatches, e.g., how people use their smartwatches in their daily lives, whether they are usable, and

what users’ needs are. Our work complements the prior studies on user experience research by investigating

longitudinal wearing behaviors with the activity tracker dataset from 50 Apple Watch users for just over 200

days.

Due to low smartwatch adoption, researchers have used various methods to investigate user experiences.

Lyons [32] conducted a user study by recruiting 50 smartphone users who were using dumb digital watches. To

find implications for smartwatch design, he asked the participants how they had been using their conventional

digital watches and smartphones and to envision the experience of using a smartwatch. Cecchinato et al. [9]

interviewed a small number of early adopters who own smartwatches and investigated how they had been using

them in real life. Pizza et al. [42] distributed a smartwatch to each of 12 participants and asked them to use it

for 34 days. In the final three days, the participants were asked to capture their usage behaviors with wearable

cameras, and the captured videos were analyzed to characterize usage behaviors. Lundell and Bates [31] surveyed

90 Apple Watch users to understand user experience journeys over the four month period.

These studies revealed that most smartwatch usage occurs when users want to check notifications [48] and

the current time and to track daily activities [42]. The participants reported that notification checking is very

useful, particularly in situations in which smartphone usage is socially unacceptable [9, 42, 48]. When compared
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with smartphones, glancing at a watch is considered a less obtrusive and disruptive way of checking incoming

information while conversing or performing tasks at hand [42]. People generally preferred to interact with

smartphones and smartwatches in close proximity rather than larger screens for handling notifications [53]. In

some cases, smartwatches were used as extra/second screens (e.g., typing a text message code) [42]. Nonetheless,

users often envisioned the experience of using smartwatch as only wearing a watch without carrying their

smartphone [32], while in reality they always had to carry their phone for the smartwatch to be usable due

to wireless connectivity constraints and the limited interaction capabilities of smartwatches [48]. Due to

such dependencies, most participants used similar applications on their watch as on their smartphone [48],

and smartwatch usage was positively affected by the usefulness of their smartphone [15]. Wearing habits of

smartwatches could be similar to those of conventional digital watches [32]: never removing (20%), taking off

while sleeping/bathing (47%), and not wearing at home (35%). A longitudinal user experience journey study

showed that 6.6% of users stopped using the Apple Watch after four months, and there are three types of

smartwatch users: communicators for enhancing communications, tool techies for exploring various smartwatch

features (e.g., fitness tracking, payment), and detractors for failing to find compelling values of smartwatches [31].

Min et al. [36] investigated the battery concerns of smartwatches. Users generally treated smartwatches as

an auxiliary device of smartphones. Inconvenience due to running out of smartphone battery was greater than

that of smartwatch battery (30% vs. 78%). Interestingly, many users kept wearing their watches even though

batteries ran out. Users frequently interacted with their smartwatches. Overall, interaction patterns are quite

different from conventional smarpthone usage [27]. In their three week measurement of 19 Android Wear users

(mostly G-Watch), they found that mean interaction duration and frequency was 20 minutes and 96 times per

day, respectively; and mean session duration was 13 seconds (38% of sessions lasted less than 5 seconds). Users

mainly recharged smartwatches before sleeping with mean inter-charge duration of 31 hours.

Besides functional aspects, users also considered aesthetic of smartwatches, such as the color and shape of

the watch, to be important for purchasing and wearing decisions [32, 48]. Users wanted their smartwatches

to look like an ordinary wristwatch, not like a noticeable gadget on their wrist, and they preferred a design

that suits both casual and formal situations [32]. A recent user preference study affirms this statement in that

display shape is more critical than brand and price [19]. In reality, it is somewhat difficult to find a smartwatch

that blends well with a formal or stylish outfit, and as a result, they chose an inconspicuous design with a

subdued color, instead [48]. According to recent psychology studies, researchers found that smartwatch usage is

related to self-expressiveness, a concept referring to the use of some products critical to their social identity [10],

and aesthetic importance may be attributed to individual differences in their perception of smartwatches as

technology or fashion accessories [11].

2.2 Activity Tracking Behaviors

Fitness tracking is one of the key features of a smartwatch. While prior studies mostly focused on user experiences

of fitness trackers, such as the FitBit, not much research has been directed at understanding how people use

health and fitness tracking functions in a smartwatch [39]. In this section, we review some representative studies

about activity trackers to provide background knowledge of how a smartwatch can be used for health and

fitness management. The literature identified that a major reason for using wearable trackers is to quantify daily

activities. Personal informatics encompasses this kind of personal tracking and studies how people interact with

devices and data and for what purposes. Li et al. [28] proposed a stage-based model for personal informatics that

consists of five different stages, namely preparation, collection, integration, reflection and action, and uncovered

various barriers in personal informatics (e.g., types of data and interoperability), which often cascade into different

stages. Rooksby et al. [47] presented a perspective on activity tracking as lived informatics, in which people

find meaning in their daily lives through the information they get from activity tracking. Another work of Li et

al. [29] presented the typologies of questions that people often ask about their data for reflection (i.e., current
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status, history, goals, discrepancies, surrounding context, and other factors). The questions users value change

depending on what phase of reflection they are situated in (e.g., discovery and maintenance), and people move

back and forth between discovery and maintenance phases.

While these studies investigated about the behaviors of people while they are using personal trackers, some

recent studies focused on the process of people abandoning their activity trackers, and their lives after abandon-

ment. Clawson et al. [12] studied the reasons why people abandon their health tracking devices by analyzing

the advertisements uploaded to Craigslist by people to sell their tracking devices. Some people abandoned their

device because they accomplished their goals, and some because of the change in activity and health status.

However, more than a quarter of users were abandoning their devices because their expectations and actual

usage experience did not match. Epstein et al. [13] extended prior studies by studying not only about why people

abandon their devices, but also how their lives change after the abandonment. There are several additional

reasons of stopping tracking such as the cost of data collection and management, discomfort with information

and data accuracy concerns. After abandoning their devices, some people were indifferent, but some felt guilt and

frustration with the fact they failed to accomplish their tracking goals. Also, there were some positive changes

after abandonment, such as feeling freedom as they are out of bothersome trackers, or continue to use knowledge

they acquired from the experience of tracking. Motti and Caine [37] analyzed user reviews of wearable devices

(both watches and bands) in Amazon and found that most interaction problems are attributed to the platform

issues (e.g., tracking accuracy, usability issues, synchronization, and battery), which contribute to frustration and

interruption and may result in abandonment.

Prior studies also investigated actual usage and abandonment of activity trackers over time, but conflicting

results were observed. It is commonly believed that abandonment rate is high. In their six-week study of 26

users, Shih et al. [49] found that 75% abandoned Fitbit trackers after four weeks. In their 10-month in-the-wild

trial of activity tracking app called Habito, Gouveia et al. [17] found that 64% of users abandoned the app less

than a week. This kind of abandonment was similarly observed in general smart devices as shown by Lazar et

al. [26]; 80% abandoned in two months. In contrast, Meyer et al. [34, 35] analyzed two longitudinal datasets (i.e., a

one-year-long data from 43 patients, and an in-the-wild dataset from 39 regular users). Unlike prior studies, users

consistently wore the trackers until they stopped. In a large-scale study of tracking college students with Fitbits,

Purta et al. [43] found that participants were highly compliant with longitudinal data collection with average

compliance level of 67%. These conflicting results could be attributed to diversity of users such as readiness

of behavioral changes, purpose of usage, and incentive for participation: for example, higher adoption were

partly observed among those who were ready to change their behaviors [17, 49], used trackers for the purpose of

improving health and exercise [22], and were paid for their participation [43]. In their data analysis, Epstein et

al. [14] showed that lapsing (temporary stopping) may lead to multiple short/long trials of trackers. Similarly,

Meyer et al. [34, 35] identified various long-term use groups based on usage density such as power users (high

wearing density) and intermittent users (low wearing density) and usage trial frequency such as experimenter,

lapsing users, and consistent users. In addition, most users fall in one or two of usage patterns and this pattern

did not change over time.

3 MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS OF SMARTWATCH WEARING BEHAVIORS

Analyzing how people wear their watches over time is the first step towards understanding smartwatch wearing

behaviors. One of the best ways to study this is to analyze actual sensor data from smartwatches and to characterize

detailed temporal wearing behaviors. Towards this goal, we distributed Apple Watches to 50 participants and

collected the activity tracker data of the Apple Watch (i.e., heart rate and step count) for 203 days. In this section,

we propose a machine learning approach to determine a user’s smartwatch wearing status with the activity

tracker data. We then present the quantitative results of smartwatch wearing behaviors, such as daily wearing

patterns, diurnal wearing patterns, and take-off patterns.
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Fig. 1. An overview of the data collection system

3.1 Data Collection Method

3.1.1 Apparatus. We collected the dataset for behavior analysis from Apple Watch users. We developed a

custom data collection system as shown in Figure 1. When a user is wearing her Apple Watch, it periodically

collects her step count and heart rate through its embedded sensors. The collected data is automatically stored

in an encrypted database called HealthKit store. When the watch is connected with the user’s iPhone through

Bluetooth, the sensor data in the HealthKit store of the Apple Watch is transmitted to the iPhone’s HealthKit store.

We developed an app that periodically retrieves sensor data from the iPhone’s HealthKit store and transmits the

data to a remote server. Our app runs in the background and the fetch interval was set based on the iOS API

with the following option: UIApplicationBackgroundFetchIntervalMinimum, which is known to execute every 10

minutes or longer [2].

3.1.2 Participants. We recruited 50 participants who were willing to use the Apple Watch for a long period

of time. Recruitment was advertised through online bulletin boards of university community websites. All

participants were iPhone users affiliated with a university in South Korea; 36 participants were male, and 14 were

female. The age of the participants ranged from 18 to 37 years, with average 25.58 years old (SD=4.29). Eleven

participants were undergraduate students and 37 were graduate students. The remaining two participants were a

faculty member and staff member of a school.

We provided an Apple Watch to each participant and let them use it as their own device. We instructed the

participants to install our custom data collection app on their phone, which automatically uploaded the sensor

data (i.e., heart rate and step counts) from their iPhone’s HealthKit service to our server. We collected 203 days of

usage data from March 28, 2016 to October 16, 2016. The date each participant started to use their Apple Watch

varied within the range of one month, and the first participant began use on March 28, 2016. The participants

were not compensated with any monetary rewards, but they were allowed to keep their Apple Watch.

We first divided the days into those days during which participants wore their smartwatches and those days

during which they did not wear their smartwatches. During the 203 days of data collection, participants wore

their smartwatches for 171.88 days on average (SD=41.16). Figure 2 shows the histogram of the number of

wearing days. We note that there were four participants who wore their smartwatches for significantly fewer

days than the other users. They wore their smartwatches for less than 100 days out of the total 203 wearing days.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of total wearing days of all 50 participants. Four out of the 50 users wear their smartwatches for less

than half of the total wearing days and stopped wearing the watch during the first half of the wearing period.

Unlike the other participants, they stopped wearing their watches. Nonetheless, we found that their wearing

behaviors are similar to the other participants, and thus, we did not remove their data in our analyses.

3.2 Smartwatch Wearing State Recognition

We present a smartwatch wearing state recognition model that aims to infer whether a user is wearing a

smartwatch. Recognizing this solely based on the activity tracker data, namely step counts and heart rates from

the Apple Watch is non-trivial for at least the following reasons: (1) in the Apple Watch, heart rates may not

be available when there are significant movements (e.g., walking and exercising); (2) step counts are collected

even though a user is not wearing her watch; and (3) having wireless connectivity between smartphone and

watch does not mean that a user is currently wearing her watch. For wearing state recognition, we collected

the ground truth dataset to analyze the characteristics of data collection. From this, we trained and evaluated

various machine learning models for accurate recognition. Furthermore, we collected a week-long dataset to test

whether our model scales to everyday scenarios.

3.2.1 Ground Truth Data Collection. For state recognition, we need a ground-truth dataset of smartwatch

wearing behaviors, because we do not know the ground truth states of the data collected through our collection

system. We used a scenario-based ground truth collection method that is widely used in activity recognition

literature [45]. In the scenario-based method, participants simply performed a set of pre-scripted activities for

data collection.

We hired six participants for the ground truth data collection. Among the six participants, three participants

were male, five participants were in their 20s, and one participant was in the 30s (Mean=26.17, SD=2.48). We

recruited them from our campus, and they were not participants in our longitudinal data collection experiment.

According to our scenario, a participant was asked to conduct a series of seven activities, which take about 2

hours. We compensated each participant with 30,000 KRW, which is approximately 25.0 USD.

We carefully chose representative activities on the university campus (see Table 1); the labels of these activities

include Take-off, Charge, Study/Work, Walk, Eat, Rest, Sleep, and Exercise. There were three activities for which

participants did not wear their watches: Take-off, Charge, and one instance of Walk. We had two different walking

activities: one wearing and the other without wearing the smartwatch. For the Take-off and Charge activities, we
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Activity Wearing State Activity Details Location Time

Take-off Not-wearing Put Apple Watch still on a desk Experiment place (Lounge) 25 min.

Charge Not-wearing Plug Apple Watch into a charger Experiment place 25 min.

Study Wearing Study or work in front of a desk Experiment place 25 min.

Walk Wearing Take a walk to school restaurant Inside campus 25 min.

Eat Wearing Have a meal in the school restaurant School restaurant Adjust to eating time

Walk Not-wearing Take a walk back to the experiment place Inside campus 25 min.

Rest Wearing Take a rest as participants usually do Experiment place 25 min.

Exercise Wearing Exercise by following the provided workout video Experiment place 25 min.

Table 1. Activity process and details of ground truth data collection experiment

collected the data before the participant arrived at the experiment site, and we asked the participants to perform

the rest of the activities in the table in sequence. Regarding the Exercise activity, we asked participants to watch

a video of a full-body workout that did not require any equipment and to follow the instructors; examples of the

exercises include jumping jacks, pushups, and crunches. In this case, we instructed the half of the participants to

enable the Workout App. The data collection period of each activity was set to 25 minutes, except for Eat. We

allowed the participants to take their time when eating their meals.

3.2.2 Data Characteristics. We analyzed the ground truth data to understand the basic characteristics of the

activity tracker dataset, by examining (1) whether step counts are collected under not wearing conditions; and (2)

whether heart rates are properly collected under various activities.

First of all, our results showed that the Apple Watch collected step counts even though a user does not wear

the device. In Figure 3, we present how step counts are collected over time under different conditions: (1) high

activity with wearing (walking), (2) low activity with wearing (eating), and (3) high activity without wearing

(walking with a watch in the pocket). When a user wears their smartwatch during a state of high activity, it

collects the step count every minute. However, when a user is in a low-level activity state (e.g., eating or staying

in the office), it collects the step count at irregular intervals. The average step count collection interval was 8.49

minutes (SD=2.30). In this example, the user was having a meal in a restaurant during this low-level activity

period. Step counts were also collected in situations in which a user was not wearing their watch but moving, i.e.,

returning from a cafeteria with their watch in the pocket.

Fig. 3. Example of step count data over time

Apple’s HealthKit module treats the same data types measured from multiple trackers equally. When multiple 

trackers are used, there may be duplicate measurement values stored in the HealthKit. In our case, step counts 
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were collected from both the smartphones and smartwatches. Suppose that a user takes a walk for 30 minutes;

then step counts measured by the Apple Watch and iPhone will be stored in the HealthKit data storage. When

retrieving the data from the HealthKit storage, we have a list of data items, each of which has a time stamp and

measured step count without source labels, and thus, there will be duplicate step counts. By analyzing the dataset,

we found that the data sampling frequencies of the smartwatch and smartphone differ and that this information

could be used to filter duplicate measurements. Our data analysis revealed that step counts from the Apple Watch

had relatively short sampling intervals with an average value of 2.03 minutes (SD=2.67), whereas the step counts

from the iPhone had longer sampling intervals with an average of 8.65 minutes (SD =2.28). Due to the time

interval difference, the magnitude of step counts differs depending on the data source. For example, the step

counts from the Apple Watch are 113.03 on average (SD=156.53), and those from the iPhone are 567.22 on average

(SD=400.03). Thus, it is possible to filter out measurements from the iPhone with a simple threshold method; that

is, we remove step counts with values greater than a threshold value. For a given training dataset, we can easily

find an optimal threshold value that maximizes the decision accuracy by using Decision Tree methods, in which

an optimal decision boundary can be found by iteratively searching for a threshold value that most reduces the

unorderedness (or entropy) or that has the highest information gain. Using our training dataset, we found that

information gain was maximized when the threshold value was set to 207.5. In our follow-up data analysis, we

used this threshold to eliminate duplicate step counts that were generated by iPhones.

We then examined how heart rates were collected under various situations. A tuple of data (timestamp and

heart rate) was periodically collected from the HealthKit storage. According to the specification [1], the Apple

Watch measures a user’s heart rate when the user becomes stationary without moving much. According to our

dataset, heart rates were sampled every 5.62 minutes on average (SD=3.05) when users’ activity level was low.

In Figure 4, we plot the heart rates of a participant from 16:30 to 17:25 during the day of experimentation.

According to our ground truth data, the participant was wearing the Apple Watch and worked on a laptop during

the period of low activity (till 17:00). Observe that the heart rate collection intervals are irregular, and that step

counts are not collected in this period (due to low activity levels). In contrast, when a user became active with

significant bodily movements (say due to walking), we found that heart rates were not collected. For example,

in Figure 4, there were no heart rate samples when the user started walking (as of 17:00), but step counts were

updated almost every minute.

Fig. 4. Heart rate and step count data over time
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There was an exception for heart rate data collection. The Apple Watch has an exercise tracking app called

Workout, which forces the watch to collect heart rates fairly regularly [1]. When this app was running, we found

that the sample data were collected almost every minute. Figure 5 contrasts data collected with and without the

Workout app enabled, while the user was performing the same activity—we asked the user to watch an exercise

video and mimic the activity. As shown in Figure 5, the heart rate was regularly sampled only when the Workout

app was enabled.
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Fig. 5. Heart rate and step count data over time with conditions of Workout application on (left) and off (right)

3.2.3 Wearing State Recognition Model and Evaluation Results. We first segment the time series dataset from

the Apple Watch (heart rates and step counts) with overlapping sliding windows. For a given window of t
minutes, we extracted six features, namely step count mean, step count variance, heart rate mean, heart rate

variance, number of step count samples, and number of heart rate samples. The mean and variance feature types

were selected because these features were typically used in existing activity recognition models [7]. Furthermore,

collection intervals of the step counts and heart rates from the Apple Watch is irregular, and thus, we expect that

the number of samples per window (i.e., the number of step count samples and number of heart rate samples)

varies widely depending on whether a user is wearing the watch.

For each feature vector extracted from a window of data, we use an instant classifier to judge whether a

window belongs to a wearing or not-wearing state. There may be errors in classification; for example, a user

may have continued wearing their watch, but there were few errors in the middle, and thus, the classifier might

incorrectly judge that there were several take-off events. For robust classification, we adopted a Discrete Hidden

Markov Model (DHMM), which has often been used to overcome erroneous classification results in human

activity recognition [30, 45]. A DHMM uses the transition probability from one state to another as one of its

parameters for classification; in this way, sudden errors can be easily corrected because such transitions are less

likely to occur according to the probability transition matrix.

We consider various instant classifier algorithms that are frequently used in activity recognition: Decision

Trees (DT), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Nearest Neighbors (NN), and Random Forests (RF). Performance

evaluation was conducted with the leave-one-user-out cross validation method. Since performance depends on

the window size, we considered various window sizes, ranging from 2 to 30 minutes in intervals of 2 minutes

and selected an optimal window size that maximizes precision and recall metrics. Precision in the recognition

of the wearing state was calculated using the ratio of numbers of true wearing states from the total number of
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wearing states judged by an instant classifier. The recall was calculated using the ratio of numbers of wearing

states that were correctly classified from numbers of actual wearing states. In our model, we first selected the

best performing instant classifier and then applied a DHMM to the selected classifier.

Window size (min.) DT SVM NN RF RF-DHMM

2 0.839 0.833 0.767 0.850 0.851

4 0.862 0.838 0.872 0.876 0.880

6 0.866 0.814 0.859 0.879 0.883

8 0.907 0.812 0.843 0.888 0.900

10 0.854 0.784 0.872 0.861 0.832

12 0.853 0.774 0.882 0.863 0.854

14 0.878 0.747 0.865 0.888 0.891

16 0.915 0.743 0.871 0.931 0.924

18 0.873 0.745 0.844 0.898 0.864

20 0.908 0.729 0.846 0.908 0.881

Table 2. Precision with different classifiers and window sizes

Window size (min.) DT SVM NN RF RF-DHMM

2 0.522 0.598 0.621 0.535 0.808

4 0.646 0.748 0.657 0.646 0.857

6 0.749 0.846 0.747 0.763 0.827

8 0.795 0.892 0.822 0.788 0.898

10 0.791 0.932 0.773 0.861 0.944

12 0.778 0.977 0.866 0.879 0.900

14 0.784 0.965 0.779 0.855 0.932

16 0.876 0.984 0.820 0.923 0.939

18 0.765 0.991 0.845 0.897 0.924

20 0.822 0.990 0.744 0.881 0.939

Table 3. Recall with different classifiers and window sizes

User 1 0.923

User 2 0.929

User 3 0.931

User 4 0.885

User 5 0.840

User 6 0.963

Average 0.912

For the different classifiers and window sizes, we present the precision results in Table 2, and the recall results

in Table 3. According to our results, the RF with a 16-minute window size yielded the best result, with 93.1%
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precision and 92.3% recall rates. The SVM showed better recall results, but it had very low precision. The use

of a DHMM resulted in slight increment of recall at the cost of slight decrement of precision. Thus, we chose

the RF for classification and set the window size of 16 minutes for the rest of the analyses, and the classification

accuracy is presented in Table 4. Here, the window size of 16 minutes means that the model can classify the

states in every 8 minutes due to overlapping slide windowing.

3.2.4 Model Validation with Everyday Scenarios. So for we built and tested our model based on the dataset

that we collected via a scenario-based ground truth collection method where participants simply performed a set

of pre-defined activities (e.g., study, walk, eat, rest, sleep, exercise). For generalizability of the proposed model, it

is necessary to test the model by collecting a naturalistic wearing data. However, it is quite challenging to collect

such a dataset because ground-truth logging is cumbersome, and the dataset is heavily skewed to the wearing

state (only a few take-off events per day). To address this challenge, we decided to use (1) an activity logging app

(Toggl) to track users’ daily activities as well as their wearing states, and (2) an experience sampling app (Paco)

to periodically generate take-off events. We collected a week-long dataset from four users. Our model evaluation

with this dataset showed that even in this everyday scenario, our model is highly accurate, achieving average

classification accuracy of 0.972.

Data collection method Our goal is to collect users’ activities and their wearing states in their everyday lives.

For activity logging, Toggl was used. Whenever an activity transition happened, the participants were asked to

label the current activity, mark the current wearing status (i.e., wearing, not wearing, charging), and start a timer.

After finishing the activity, the user cancelled the timer. This procedure was repeated throughout the day while

they were awake (i.e., excluding sleeping hours). In addition, Paco App was used to generate a series of take-off

and wearing events. This is because in a naturalistic setting, we have too few instances of take-off events. For a

given day, we had a fixed schedule of 5 take-off events (every 4 hours as of 10:20AM), where each take-off event

is followed by a wear event after 30 minutes (i.e., 10 events per day). Upon receiving these alarms, we asked the

users to log them using Toggl and to react to the request accordingly. To avoid situations in which a take-off

event happens across multiple activities, we asked the participants to accept a take-off request from Paco App

only if their current activity can last longer than 30 minutes. Besides these scheduled take-off events, there could

be other voluntary take-off events (e.g., charging their watches or taking a shower). We hired four participants

in their 20s (mean: 23.0 SD: 3.5; 1 female), which were different from our first data collection study. The data

collection lasted for a week. We compensated each participant with 80,000 KRW, which is approximately 66.7

USD.

Results All the participants finished data collection for a week. The average number of daily take-off events

accepted per user was 4.14 (SD = 0.77), and it was consistent over time. The average hours of wearing and take-off

states per participant were given 8.84 (SD = 2.22) and 3.18 (SD = 1.48), respectively.

For each user, we performed an affinity diagramming on the activity labels. We found that our participants

performed diverse activities. Our participants spent most of their time on typical daily activities such as study,

computer work, eating, walking, socializing, resting, and class attendance, but there were also a range of other

activities such as TV watching, cleaning, bike/vehicle riding, and shopping. For example, P2 spent about 18

hours for study and 8 hours for walking. During these activities, there were 8 and 4 take-off events, respectively.

The average wearing and not wearing duration of the study activity were given as 65 minutes (SD = 44) and 41

minutes (SD = 11).

Since the duration of the wearing state is longer than that of the not-wearing state, we used random sampling

that modifies the imbalanced dataset to provide a balanced distribution. According to a review article for learning

from imbalanced data [18], training classifiers with a balanced dataset is known to improve overall accuracy

as opposed to that with an imbalanced dataset. In our study, we used a random oversampling (or up-sampling)

method on the take-off state data in order to remedy imbalance. We applied our trained model (based on our
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scenario-based dataset) to this balanced dataset to check how accurately it can identify wearing states. Note

that there is a possibility of overfitting in random oversampling, because replicas are appended into the existing

dataset [18]. Exploring various kinds of sampling techniques for imbalanced learning is beyond the scope of this

work, and we leave that as part of future work.

Precision Recall Accuracy

P1 0.950 0.966 0.958

P2 0.965 0.952 0.959

P3 0.987 0.972 0.979

P4 0.986 0.975 0.980

Total 0.978 0.967 0.972

Table 5. Classification results

Table 5 shows that our algorithm can accurately classify the wearing states even in everyday scenarios as its

accuracy was over 0.95. We examined what were the typical patterns of the classification errors. We found that

most of the false negatives were related to erroneous heart rate sensing with the Apple Watch. For example, P1

was studying while wearing the watch, but the Apple watch failed to sense P1’s heart rates. We found that false

positives were mostly related to false heart rate reporting from the Apple Watch and HMM’s correction errors.

For example, while socializing, P2 took off the watch and put it on the pocket, but there were heart rate data

reported, which resulted in false classification.

3.3 Wearing State Analysis Results

We analyzed our activity tracker dataset and performed wearing state recognition by following the procedure

in Section 3.2. In the following, we provide our analysis results of smartwatch wearing behaviors; e.g., daily

wearing patterns, diurnal wearing patterns, and wearing/taking-off event occurrences in a day.

3.3.1 Daily Wearing Patterns. The results show that our participants wear their watches for 10.48 hours a day

on average (SD=3.47). As shown in Figure 6, wearing times on weekdays and weekends (including holidays)

have different tendencies. The average wearing times are 11.32 hours (SD=3.53) and 8.66 hours (SD=3.60) on

the weekdays and weekends, respectively. It is interesting to note that our participants tended to wear their

smartwatches longer on weekdays than on weekends.

3.3.2 Diurnal Wearing Patterns. We examined what time of the day people wear their watches, which gives us

a wealth of information about wearing habits. For each participant, we calculated a 24-dimension probability

vector, where each attribute was calculated over the entire period as the fraction of time during which a user

wore a smartwatch in that hour. An example vector in Table 6 shows that the user had a 78% chance of wearing

their watch between 0 AM and 1 AM and a 59% chance between 1 AM and 2 AM.

Attribute Number (Time) 0 1 2 … 22 23

Wearing Probability Vector (0.78, 0.59, 0.68, … 0.79, 0.64)

This vector notation allows us to cluster similar users into groups. We used the spectral clustering algorithm, 

which is known for providing effective clustering of high dimensional data with non-convex boundaries [51]. For 

Table 6. Example of a smartwatch wearing probability vector. Each attribute value represents 

the probability of wearing the smartwatch during the designated hour
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Fig. 6. Smartwatch wearing time distribution of all days, weekdays, and weekends (including holidays)

spectral clustering, we first built a cosine similarity matrix using each user’s probability vector. We then applied

the spectral clustering algorithm by varying the number of clusters. We found a reasonable grouping when the

number of clusters was set to three.

Time 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23-0

Work-hour wearer (0.09, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03, 0.03, 0.03, 0.03, 0.06, 0.14, 0.30, 0.42, 0.50, 0.54, 0.53, 0.52, 0.52, 0.51, 0.52, 0.50, 0.46, 0.41, 0.34, 0.27, 0.16)

Active-hour wearer (0.28, 0.18, 0.11, 0.07, 0.05, 0.04, 0.05, 0.05, 0.10, 0.23, 0.36, 0.45, 0.50, 0.53, 0.55, 0.56, 0.56, 0.57, 0.55, 0.54, 0.52, 0.49, 0.44, 0.38)

All-day wearer (0.45, 0.45, 0.39, 0.35, 0.33, 0.30, 0.30, 0.30, 0.31, 0.34, 0.37, 0.40, 0.41, 0.43, 0.48, 0.48, 0.48, 0.49, 0.50, 0.51, 0.51, 0.48, 0.49, 0.46)

Table 7. Representative smartwatch wearing probability vector of three user groups

Fig. 7. Visualization of three different user groups based on smartwatch wearing times
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The representative wearing probability vector for each group is shown in Table 7, and its heat map is presented

in Figure 7. The representative vector value was calculated by averaging the vectors of all participants inside that

group. We named the three user groups as work-hour wearers, active-hour wearers, and all-day wearers.

The work-hour wearer group includes the type of users who tend to wear their smartwatches while they work

(n=29). For example, during work hours (from 9 AM to 6 PM), on average they had a 48.44% chance of wearing

it (SD=7.75). Unlike other groups, their wearing chances considerably drop after work hours: 6-9PM: 45.67%

(SD=4.51), and 9PM-12AM: 25.67% (SD=9.07) (vs. during work hours: 9AM-6PM: 48.44%, SD: 7.75). One possible

explanation is that the users take off their watches when they return to their home.

The active-hour wearer group (n=15) is quite similar to the work-hour wearer group, but they wear their

watches as long as they are active. Unlike the work-hour wearer group, their wearing chances did not change

significantly even after work hours: 6-9PM: 53.67% (SD=1.53), and 9PM-12AM: 43.67% (SD=5.51) (vs. during

work hours: 9AM-6PM: 47.89%, SD: 11.54). In both the work- and active-hour groups, the chances of wearing

considerably drops after midnight, which means that most users take off their watches before going to bed.

The last group is the all-day wearer group (n=6) whose wearing behavior is similar to the active-hour wearer

group: all-day wearers (9AM-6PM): 47.89% (SD=7.75) vs. active-hour wearers (6-9PM): 53.67% (SD=1.53). The

key difference is that the chances of wearing smartwatches during sleeping hours were higher: all-day wearer

(12AM-9AM): 35.33% (SD=9.07) vs. active-hour wearers (12AM-9AM): 10.33% (SD=7.97).

3.3.3 Take-off Events. We investigate the take-off periods in the time series dataset of wear/take-off states.

When wearing states do not occur for more than 8 minutes, we speculate that a take-off event had occurred. The

8-minute time interval is determined based on the state recognition frequency from the window size. Meanwhile,

sleeping hours are treated as exceptional take-offs as they occur periodically every day. As most people tend to

be asleep at or after midnight, take-offs that occur in this window are deemed as special cases of taking-off for

sleep, and thus are excluded from the analysis. In Figure 8 we plot the distribution of the average number of

take-off occurrences per day. Our participants (n=50) took off their smartwatches 3.17 times a day on average

(SD=1.11). Over the entire data collection period, the participant (P38) with the fewest take-off actions averaged

0.29 take-off events per day (SD=0.89), and the participant (P14) with the most frequent take-off actions averaged

6.83 times a day (SD=2.80). As shown in the average take-off count distribution in Figure 8, most participants (33

out of 46) took off their smartwatches two to four times a day.

We also plot the distribution of take-off durations for each individual in Figure 9. Take-off durations vary

widely, ranging from less than 30 minutes to more than 5 hours. The figure shows that most of the take-off events

last for 30 minutes to 1 hour. The average take-off duration for all participants was 55.30 minutes (SD=23.77).

3.3.4 Temporal Wearing Behaviors. To analyze longitudinal wearing behaviors, we use the following metrics:

• Average daily wearing hours per day of week: for a given day of week (i.e., Monday to Sunday) and a

user, we can calculate the average daily wearing hours.

• Average daily wearing hours per week: for a given week and a user, we calculate the average daily

wearing hours.

• Break length: for a given user, break length denotes a number of consecutive days of not wearing a

smartwatch (i.e., zero wearing hour).

• Streak length: for a given user, streak length denotes a number of consecutive days of wearing a

smartwatch (i.e., non-zero wearing hours).

• Usage density: for a given user, usage density denotes the ratio of the number of wearing days to the

entire days tracked; i.e., the number of wearing days / (last day of use – first day of use + 1).

Figure 10 shows a user’s wearing behaviors for 9 days. For each day, it shows whether a user wore the watch

or not: O denotes wearing and X denotes not wearing. In this figure, we have 1 streak instance with its length of
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Fig. 8. Histogram of average take-off occurrences per day/user

Fig. 9. Boxplots of take-off durations of individual users. Users were sorted based on median take-off duration

5 days (say weekdays) and 1 break instance with its length of 2 days (say weekend). Assuming that the entire

tracked duration is 9 days, this user’s density is given as 0.78.

Fig. 10. Illustration of metrics

These metrics allow us to answer the following questions:
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• Do wearing hours per day of week show weekly patterns? Do weekly wearing hours significantly

decrease over the entire duration?

• How break and streak length distribution look like? Are there any individual variations, and are there

any patterns among users?

Fig. 11. Usage density per user

Figure 11 shows that usage density of a user is fairly high with its average of 89.8%, which means that on

average our participants wore their watches for 6.27 days per week.

Fig. 12. Average daily wearing hours per day of week/user
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Figure 12 shows a weekly rhythm of wearing. The mean wearing hours of Mondays and Tuesdays slightly

high with 11.34 (SD: 3.78) and 11.87 (SD: 4.26), respectively. The following days show consistent patterns with

their mean values slightly lower than Mondays and Tuesdays. Wearing hours of the weekend are fairly lower

than those of the week days.Furthermore, Sundays had slightly lower wearing hours than Saturdays (8. 37

hours with SD 4.57 vs. 8.61 hours with SD 4.45). A paired t-test showed that there was a significant difference

between the wearing hours of the week days (11.92 SD: 4.25) and those of the weekend days (8.61 SD: 3.92)

(t = 2.489,p = 0.041). We also examined whether a user’s average daily wearing hours per week change over

29 weeks. Our results showed that they were fairly consistent over time; the median wearing hours ranged in

between 8.34 and 13.87.

Fig. 13. Break length dist. (Mean: 21.7 days, SD: 15.2) Fig. 14. Streak length dist. (Mean: 25.7 days, SD: 12.3)

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the break and streak length distribution, respectively. Overall break length

distribution follows the geometric distribution, which is a discrete counterpart of the exponential distribution.

This means that participants tended to have short break duration of several days. We found significant individual

variations of break and streak length distributions.

Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the boxplots of break and streak length per user, respectively. Interestingly, the

plots show that there are roughly two groups of users: power users, whose median break duration is just 1 day

(n=19, 38%), and casual users, whose median break duration is greater than 1 day (n=31, 62%). The casual users

can be further divided into two sub-groups depending on whether median break duration is greater than 5 days:

low casualness (n=27, 54%) and high casualness (n=4, 8%). A majority of casual users had low casualness in that

they consistently wore their smartwatches over the entire period, but they may not wear their watches everyday

and may have longer breaks sometimes.

3.4 Discussion: Wearing Behaviors of Abandoned Users

We have four participants who wore their smartwatches for significantly fewer days than the other users. These

participants were P38, P26, P04, and P03. Our analysis showed that these participants wore their watches less

than 100 days (P38: 85, P26: 78, P04: 20, and P03: 12) because all the participants stopped wearing their watches:

P38 = October 2, P26 = June 14, P04 = May 11, and P03 = April 25. Regarding temporal wearing patterns, we

found that P26 belongs to the group of power users, P38 and P03 belong to the group of low casualness users, and

P04 belongs to the group of high casualness users. For example, P26 had only 6 single-day breaks, but this user

stopped wearing the device after two months or so. P38 had three long breaks; and after the third long break, P38

stopped wearing the device. Regarding their diurnal wearing behaviors, P02 belongs to the work-hour wearer
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Fig. 15. Boxplot of break lengths per user. Y-axis was truncated at 20. P13 and P38 had the maximum values of 40 and 50

days, respectively.

Fig. 16. Boxplot of streak lengths per user. Y-axis was truncated at 180, and P48 had the longest streak length of 179 days.

group, P26 and P04 belong to the active-hour wearer group, and P38 belongs to the all-day wearer group. We did

not see any notable patterns of take-off frequency and duration among these participants: P38 and P04 had quite

low take-off frequency, whereas P26 and P03 had moderate take-off frequency. Their take-off frequency/duration

(minutes) are given as follows: P38 = 0.29 (SD: 0.89) / 99.8 (SD: 159.3), P26 = 3.04 (SD: 2.61) / 191.3 (SD: 268.7), P04

= 0.94 (SD: 1.07) / 118.1 (SD: 173.4), and P03 = 2.79 (SD: 1.68) / 190.4 (SD: 202.8). Our results show that to our

surprise, we did not find any notable tendency that wearing behaviors such as daily take-off and streak/break

patterns are closely related to abandonment.

4 UNDERSTANDING SMARTWATCH WEARING BEHAVIORS

In the previous chapter, we quantified smartwatch wearing behaviors by analyzing the activity tracker dataset

collected from Apple Watch users. Through this analysis, we discovered when and how long people do or do not

wear their smartwatches. In this section, we aim to corroborate our quantitative findings in Section 3 with the

qualitative study. We look at the reasons behind our quantitative findings by investigating a variety of contextual

elements, such as places, activities, and social circumstances. Towards this goal, we performed an online survey

and in-depth interviews. For temporal wearing behaviors (RQ1), we elaborate on the possible explanations of
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why such temporal patterns were observed. For factors affecting wearing behaviors (RQ2), we provide major

themes uncovered from the content analysis of interview results, such as the need of an immediate response,

engagement of in social activities, availability of personal workspace, need for multitasking, smartwatch charging,

aesthetics, daily activity tracking, and exercise tracking.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Survey Method. We conducted an online survey with the participants who provided the activity data.

Among the 50 participants, 47 participants completed the survey. The survey was conducted nine months after

the participants started using the Apple Watches. Therefore, the results and comments obtained from the survey

reflect usage experiences and opinions derived from long-term smartwatch use.

After collecting demographic information, we asked about their Apple Watch usage experiences. Information

about how often and how long they normally wear their smartwatch was also collected. The survey questionnaire

covers four themes: (1) usage purposes and practices; (2) reasons for wearing and not-wearing the watch; (3)

smartwatch wearing situations; and (4) take-off events. There were a total of 34 questions. The participants were

compensated with 10,000 KRW, which is approximately 8.30 USD.

4.1.2 Interview Method. During the survey, we asked the participants whether they would like to participate

in a follow-up interview. Twenty people out of the 47 who completed the survey answered that they wanted to

take part in the interview. We conducted in-depth interviews with these 20 participants. Of our 20 interviewees,

14 were male. Participants’ ages ranged from 20 to 35, and 16 participants were in their 20s. Fourteen interviewees

were graduate students, four interviewees were undergraduate students, and the remaining two were a faculty

member and a staff member.

The interview was conducted in a semi-structured manner (in Korean). The starting question was always,

“Please explain how you typically use your Apple Watch.” When participants talked about their daily smartwatch

usage, we focused on interesting parts of the story and asked more detailed questions. Commonly asked questions

were: “What time do you start to wear and take off your watch?”, “How do you use your watch during active

hours?”, “Were there any times that the smartwatch helped or disrupted your activity?”, “Do you exercise

regularly? If so, do you use the smartwatch for exercise tracking?”, and “What do you think about the design

of the Apple Watch?” The survey answers of each participant were used as a reference when conducting the

interview. For each person, the interview took approximately 30 minutes, and we compensated participants with

20,000 KRW, which is approximately 16.60 USD.

All responses from the interviews were recorded and transcribed. The scripted answers were grouped into

themes with affinity diagramming [6]. The results from the survey were merged into the themes created with the

affinity diagram and formed into our findings on smartwatch wearing behaviors. The quotes presented in this

paper were translated into English by the authors.

4.2 Findings: Understanding Temporal Wearing Behaviors

We provide the key reasons of temporal wearing behaviors through survey and interview data analysis. We

present our findings on daily wearing patterns, diurnal wearing patterns, and take-off events.

4.2.1 DailyWearing Patterns. In the survey, we asked the question “Howmany hours a day do you normally wear

your smartwatch?” to compare participants’ answers with the results from the measurement study. According

to the survey, participants wore their smartwatches for an average of 13.38 hours per day (SD=3.64). The

measurement analysis results of the survey participants (n=47) showed that they wore their watches for 11.08

hours per day on average, and that the wearing time on weekdays (11.15 hours, SD=3.53) was longer than that on

weekends (8.42 hours, SD=3.36). These results show that our participants’ subjective reports slightly overestimate

their actual wearing hours by about three hours on average (F = 12.4254,p < 0.001).
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Place Wearing Frequency Score

Home, Dormitory 2.83 (SD=1.47)

Workplace, Classroom 4.57 (SD=0.71)

Restaurant, Cafe 4.51 (SD=0.72)

Gym, Sports field 3.83 (SD=1.36)

Table 8. Wearing frequency score by place

When we asked about wearing hours in the survey, we did not specify whether we wanted to know about

wearing hours on weekdays or weekends. Since there are more weekdays, it is likely that our participants

estimated their wearing hours mostly based on their experiences on weekdays, for which the wearing hours are

slightly longer. In any case, we observe that our participants overestimated their actual wearing hours.

One of the major findings in Section 3.3 was that wearing hours are shorter on the weekends than on the

weekdays. Our interview results showed that the participants tended to stay in their homes longer during the

weekends, and they were less likely to wear their watches at home. P20 commented, “There are weekends that I

don’t go out of my house, and on those days I don’t wear the smartwatch. Actually, when stay in my house, I do

not use it.” (P20) Most of our participants commented that they usually put on their smartwatches right before

they leave their home, as P16 said, “Since I go out a little later on weekends and I do not wear it at home, I start

to wear the watch a little later on weekends” (P16). Several users commented that wearing a smartwatch is only

a routine on weekdays, as P14 said, “I often forget to wear the smartwatch on weekends and often do not wear it.

… After hanging out with my friends, I sometimes totally forget to wear the smartwatch” (P14). In contrast, many

participants responded that they wore their smartwatch if they had specific tasks to do out of their homes, such

as personal appointments and grocery shopping: “I don’t use the smartwatch very often on weekends. However, if

I have appointments and have to go out, I almost always wear the watch” (P28); “I nearly always don’t wear the

smartwatch on weekends, but when I go out, like for grocery shopping, I put it on again” (P39).

In our survey, we asked the participants to rate their wearing frequency in several major places, and the results

are presented in Table 8. The survey results showed that wearing frequency was lowest when they were at

their home/dorm (2.83 on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 is Never wear and 5 is Always wear). Another category

with lower frequency was ‘gym and sports field.’ This is partly because some participants did not want to wear

their watches during workout periods. The statistical tests with repeated measures ANOVA showed that these

four conditions were significantly different (F = 21.95,p < 0.001). Post-hoc pairwise comparison results with

Bonferroni correction showed that all pairs were significant (p < 0.001), except that there was no significant

difference between work/class and restaurant/cafe (p > 1.0).

4.2.2 Diurnal Wearing Patterns. In Section 3.3, we reported the diurnal wearing patterns and showed that we

uncovered three groups of users, namely work-hour wearers, active-hour wearers, and all-day wearers. In our

survey, we further divided diurnal activity into the following time slots: (1) After waking up–Before going to work;

(2) After going to work–Before leaving work; (3) After leaving work–Before going to bed; and (4) After going to

bed–Before waking up. Table 9 shows that ‘After going to work–Before leaving work’ had an exceptionally high

score of 4.43 (SD=1.02), and the other time slots had relatively lower scores. The statistical tests with repeated

measures ANOVA showed that these four conditions were significantly different (F = 42.50,p < 0.001). Post-hoc
pairwise comparison results with Bonferroni correction showed that all pairs were different (p < 0.001), except
that there was no significant difference between ‘After waking up–Before going to work’ and ‘After leaving

work–Before going to bed’ (p > 1.0).
The participants in the active-hour wearer group seldom wore their smartwatches while sleeping. They

commented that the discomfort of wearing the watch while sleeping and the need to charge battery are the two
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Time Slot Wearing Frequency Score

After waking up – Before going to work 2.74 (SD=1.55)

After going to work – Before leaving work 4.43 (SD=1.02)

After leaving work – Before going to bed 2.53 (SD=1.49)

After going to bed – Before waking up 1.38 (SD=0.90)

Table 9. Wearing frequency rating by time slot

major reasons for low wearing frequency during the night. P14 commented, “I wear loose clothes when I go to bed,

so I think it would be uncomfortable to wear a smartwatch when I sleep. Also, I have to charge the battery” (P14).

Although users may want to track their sleep patterns, discomfort hinders users from doing so, as P28 said, “I

kind of want to track my sleeping patterns, but I don’t want to wear the watch in bed. … Also, if I track my sleeping

patterns, I have no time to charge my watch” (P28). The Apple Watch does not provide default sleep tracking

applications, and many participants did not know whether they could install third party apps for sleep tracking.

4.2.3 Take-off Events. The measurement analysis results of the survey participants (n=47) showed that the

number of take-off events per day was estimated to be 3.23 on average (SD=1.42). In the survey, we asked about

take-off events with the following question: “How many times in a day do you take the smartwatch off?” The

average response was 2.06 times a day (SD=1.42). The result from the measurement study is slightly higher than

the result from survey (3.23 vs. 2.06) (F = 14.73,p < 0.001). In our survey, we asked users to rate the major reasons

for take-off events, i.e., discomfort, concerns about disturbance, and concerns about breakage. The dominant

reasons were discomfort (n=28) (e.g., “feeling itchy and sweaty”, “uncomfortable while doing computer work,” and

“uncomfortable while playing basketball”) and concerns about breakage (n=17) (e.g., “to prevent it from getting

wet during experiments”). Our participants commented that take-off events often happened unconsciously, and

thus, we posit that users tended to underestimate the number of take-off events. To the question about when

they put the watch on again, participants answered that they put their watches on after the activity they were

doing was finished, or after the uncomfortable feeling got better. It appears that the average take-off duration of

55.30 minutes from Section 3.3 is a reasonable estimate. Note that we think that the impact of false positives on

estimating take-off events is minimal because take-off events are rare, and classification is highly accurate (over

97% in everyday scenarios).

4.3 Findings: Factors Affecting Wearing/Taking-Off Behaviors

We provide major factors affecting wearing/taking-off behaviors such as the need of an immediate response,

engagement of in social activities, availability of personal workspace, need for multitasking, smartwatch charging,

aesthetics, daily activity tracking, and exercise tracking. Overall, we find that the factors affecting wearing

behaviors are contextual and nuanced.

4.3.1 Need for an Immediate Response. One of the most frequently used features of a smartwatch is to check

notifications from the phone, such as incoming calls, messages, and emails. Those participants who wear their

watches during the day time commented that smartwatches allowed them to respond immediately, particularly

in their work context, as P41 commented, “I used to miss many calls from other people because I do not check my

phone regularly. The Apple Watch helps me in this aspect, so I use it” (P41). Furthermore, the watch not only helped

users to detect incoming notifications, it also gave them the ability to quickly distinguish which notifications are

of importance. Users can quickly check from whom the message came and what kind of information it contains

with the watch. Before using the smartwatch, users commented that checking notifications with their phones

often disturbed their work since it takes more time and effort. Furthermore, checking notifications on the phone
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was also followed by additional unnecessary smartphone usage (e.g., checking their SNS). P44 commented, “When

I only used my phone, I constantly looked at my phone when I was waiting for a message to be able to respond. But

now, I can glance at my watch and check who sent the message, so there is no need to look at my phone. When I

look at my smartphone, I end up doing other things besides responding to the message. I can’t do those unnecessary

activities on the smartwatch, so I like it. It enhanced my working efficiency a lot.” (P44)

Besides incoming contacts from others, users can set alarms to remind themselves to take an action. Examples

of these include alarms set with calendar applications before important events, timer alarms for users who do

biological or chemical experiments, and timers for the end time of a laundry machine.

However, there are situations, such as non-work hours and weekends, in which users do not have to respond

quickly. Our participants explained that the notification function of smartwatches was the reason for deciding

not to wear the watch in these situations, because notification alarms made them feel they were still connected

to their workplace. In these cases, users intentionally do not wear their watches, as P6 commented, “This is a

watch that alerts me as I have said before. I want to feel that on weekends, I am off from work” (P6).

4.3.2 Engagement in Social Activities. Wearing a smartwatch was useful when our participants were engaged

in social activities (e.g., when hanging out with friends, during meetings, and while tutoring) during which

smartphone interactions are considered less socially appropriate. P17 said, “I check almost all my notifications

with the Apple Watch. … While I am in class or in a meeting I always check notifications with this, and also during

tutoring” (P17). In this case, the smartwatch allowed users to quickly glance at incoming notifications, which

is less disturbing to other people. One participant even told us about a little trick for using the smartwatch

when she is in social situations: “The watch feels more useful when I am with others. If I look at my smartphone,

I feel rude as it seems like I am not listening to others. But when I’m wearing the watch, I can glance and check a

notification while pretending I am just checking time” (P39). Nonetheless, our participants said that vibrations from

smartwatches is still disturbing during social activities, but they felt less disturbed compared with smartphone

notifications. One major reason is that it is easy to ignore notifications from the smartwatch if they have to focus

on social activities.

4.3.3 Availability of Personal Workspace. Availability of personal workspace was closely related to take-off

behaviors. When users are in a place in which they have their own personal work area, they can take the watch

off when they feel uncomfortable. For example, P22 and P39 sometimes took off their watches when they were

working in their labs (both of them were mostly working with computers), and P14 took his watch off during

class. For undergraduate students, classrooms can be also viewed as a place with a personal workspace since

each student has their own desk area, on which they can place their books and pencils. Our participants did

not comment on take-off behaviors outside of personal workspaces. In social settings, we expect that unlike

smartphones, it is less likely to take off their smartwatches and place them into shared spaces (e.g., a coffee table).

4.3.4 Need for Multitasking. Users often wear their smartwatch in situations in which users need to multitask-

ing. One of the main features of a smartwatch as a wearable device is that it can be worn on the wrist. Users can

easily manipulate a smartwatch, e.g., for simple checking and browsing. This aspect is especially useful when

users are doing activities in which both hands are fully engaged, and significant attention is required; e.g., driving

a car, riding a bicycle or conducting an experiment: “I always used to put my phone inside a pocket when I ride a

bicycle. When I got an alarm from my phone, I used to stop my bike and take out the phone to check the notification.

But now, I can quickly check notifications and find out whether I got a phone call or a message through the watch

while I am in the middle of riding” (P39). “I wear latex gloves during experiments, and it is prohibited to take phones

inside the laboratory. … I can check the time quickly during experiments and also find out who is calling and answer

right away when I get a phone call” (P44).
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4.3.5 Smartwatch Charging. Short battery duration and the inconvenience of charging have negative effects

on smartwatch wearing. Participants said the battery of the Apple Watch lasts only about one and a half days, so

they have to charge the device almost every day. Due to the short battery life, users tended to take off the watch

and charge it whenever they stayed in a place such as their dormitory for a long time—our participants mostly

placed their charging stations at home. The participants sometimes forgot to wear the watch in the morning

after having placed it in the charging station the night before. Unlike smartphones, smartwatches have unique

charging stations, and it seems like carrying charging stations is burdensome. Our participants often forget to

take the charging station with them when traveling, such as going to their parents’ house. Furthermore, some

participants even commented that they decided not to wear the watch because it is bothersome to carry a separate

charging station: “When I go somewhere else, if I wear the smartwatch, I also have to take the charger, and it becomes

another thing to carry. It is not heavy, but I end up thinking, ‘I’ll just leave it here’ ” (P6). “When I go home, my

brother also uses an iPhone, so I can borrow his iPhone charger even if I don’t bring mine. But for the Apple Watch, I

have to take the charger separately, and the wire is kind of long, so I often forget to take it with me” (P44).

4.3.6 Aesthetics. Prior studies about smartwatch usage behaviors reported that the aesthetics of a smartwatch

is an important factor in selecting and wearing the watch [10, 11, 19, 32, 48]. Some participants in our study

opined similar comments. They were using the smartwatch as a substitute for a conventional watch, but they

were not fully satisfied with the design of the Apple Watch because its shape and look were significantly different

from conventional wrist watches. They wanted to have as similar a feeling to a conventional watch as possible.

However, we uncovered slightly different views towards smartwatch design compared to findings in previous

studies. Although the Apple Watch did not meet users’ expectations as a substitute for a conventional watch,

many of the participants were satisfied with the design of the Apple Watch as a smartwatch. They concurred that

when they wear formal or dressy outfits, the design of the watch does not seem to blend well. Unlike conventional

wrist watches whose value as an accessory is deemed to be quite important, we found that our participants

considered smartwatch to be wrist-worn electronic devices rather than fashion accessories. In general, they were

quite generous about the aesthetics of the Apple Watch as a wristwatch. P6 and P10 commented: “I sometimes felt

that my smartwatch doesn’t blend well with my overall outfits, but it is not relevant since it is an Apple Watch. …

This is a device, not a watch for aesthetics, so it is okay even if the design is not so pretty” (P6); “I feel that it does

not match well with my clothes, but I don’t care about that. The design of a smartwatch is different from an analog

watch. … This design looks like a smartwatch to everyone, so I don’t care about its design too much” (P10).

4.3.7 Daily Activity Tracking. The behavior of people using the daily activity tracking function was similar

to that found in related work [28, 29, 47]. Users regularly checked their daily activity (e.g., step counts and

calories consumed) and got motivated to move their body more. Sometimes they were just satisfied to be getting

information about themselves. Some people participated more actively with daily tracking by following stand up

or breathe alarms from the watch. Users said that occasional smartwatch alarms informing about their physical

movement status helped them to refresh themselves during long work hours: “When I stay in my lab I always

sit in front of my desk. I feel the need to get up and move my body, but often don’t get up until my back hurts. I

get to stand up more often with the Apple Watch before my body gets too stressed out” (P44). However, some of

the participants were not interested in the movement information from the smartwatch. They felt the alarms

from the daily activity tracking application disturbed their daily work and became confused with other useful

notifications (e.g., emails or messengers). Many of these people decided to turn off the daily tracking function in

the watch.

4.3.8 Exercise Tracking. For detailed exercise tracking, some users used the native Workout app on the Apple

Watch or other third-party applications (e.g., Nike Run). However, a majority of users simply preferred the default

Activity tracking app on the Apple Watch. One reason for this was that our participants found it cumbersome to
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remember to turn on theWorkout app. Another reason was that theWorkout app only supports a limited number

of exercises for tracking, as P44 commented: “I usually do weight training, but I couldn’t find out how to set the

Workout app for weight training, so I haven’t gotten a chance to track my activity during weight training” (P44).

“I would like the Workout app to also support minor exercises, like skiing.” (P23). Moreover, activity tracking was

not able to capture movement amounts properly, as P16 commented, “The exercise I regularly do is yoga. I tried

wearing it, but it doesn’t seem to track my activity well. Yoga movements are slow and still, so I think the watch

doesn’t recognize it as an exercise” (P16).

While performing intense exercise activities, bulky form factors and concerns of breakage/hurting are the

major hindrances of wearing smartwatches. The design of a smartwatch is different from the design of smart

bands that mainly focus on activity tracking. A smartwatch has a larger display and thicker body as it supports

more functionality and displays more graphical information to users. Due to its large form factor, users felt

uncomfortable wearing it while exercising: “It feels like an ordinary watch during daily activities, but when I

exercise, I feel uncomfortable when I bend at my wrist because of the thick shape of the smartwatch” (P44). In addition,

people are worried about breaking the watch display when they engage in intense workouts, like basketball or

soccer. Another problem is that others may get hurt if they are hit by the watch: “Exercises like ping-pong with a

net between players are okay, but soccer or basketball, those types of exercises have a lot of bumps and crashes. So I

don’t wear the smartwatch when I play game like that and just plug it in the charger” (P10).

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Summary of Finding and Relevance with Prior Studies

Our work is the first longitudinal measurement study of analyzing smartwatch wearing behaviors by collecting

activity tracking data (step counts and heart rates) from 50 Apple Watch users over 200 days. We adopted a

mixed method by quantitatively analyzing temporal wearing patterns and qualitatively investigating reasons and

factors related to wearing behaviors.

Toward this goal, we built an activity tracker data collection platform. Since the Apple Watch does not provide

any information about wearing status, we propose a novel approach of inferring wearing status only based on

the activity tracker data, namely heart rates and step counts. After collecting a ground truth dataset, we analyzed

the characteristics of activity tracker data under various conditions and found that heart rate or step count

data cannot be directly used for wearing state inference. We extracted various features from the raw data and

evaluated machine learning models. The results showed that we can achieve over 91% accuracy with a detection

time granularity of eight minutes. To validate our model in naturalistic wearing scenarios, we also collected a

week-long dataset from four users and showed that our model is highly accurate, achieving average classification

accuracy of 97%. Overall, our approach can be applicable to the other conventional health trackers that do not

have a dedicated sensor for tracking wearing status.

Our analysis results (n=50) showed that the mean daily wearing time were 10.18 hours (SD=3.51), and the

mean number of take-off events per day was 3.17 (SD=1.11). However, our survey results (n=47) showed that

subjective reports were less accurate. Participants overestimated the mean wearing duration as 13.38 hours

(SD=3.65), whereas they underestimated the mean number of take-off events per day as 2.06 (SD=1.42). Note

that self-report is frequently used method when researchers try to understand the using behaviors of users,

especially when the subject of study is in an early adoption stage. This method is useful as researchers could

get approximate numbers related to using behaviors without making measuring technologies or experiments.

However, our results indicate that users tend to inaccurately report their usage behaviors, and thus, self-report

data should be carefully interpreted.

We identified three distinct groups of usage patterns, namely work-hour wearers (58%), active-hour wearers

(30%), and all-day wearers (12%). The majority of the participants belong to the work-hour and active-hour wearer
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groups. These wearing patterns are somewhat different from those of traditional watches [32] in that users

tend to wear smartwatches longer hours. We hypothesize that such behaviors may be due to the usefulness of

smartwatches such as notification checking and activity tracking, which would be true for 42% of the participants

(i.e., active-hour and all-day wearers).

Usage density of a user is fairly high with its average of 88.7%, which means that on average our participants

wore their watches for 6.21 days per week. Users’ average daily wearing hours per week were fairly consistent

over time with the median wearing hours per day ranging in between 8.34 and 13.87. Users tended to have short

break duration of several days (mostly a few days of not wearing) and there were significant individual variations

of break and streak length distributions. Manual examination of break length distribution per user revealed two

groups of users: power users, whose median break duration is just 1 day (n=19), and casual users, whose median

break duration is greater than 1 day (n=31). Despite causal usage, a majority of casual users had low casualness

(n=27) in that they consistently wore their smartwatches over the entire period, but they may not wear their

watches everyday and may have longer breaks sometimes. These kinds of consistent long term usage patterns

were also observed in their activity tracker study by Meyer et al. [34, 35]. Nonetheless, we found that the level of

engagement is higher in smartwatches than that in activity trackers because smartwatches are used for multiple

purposes such as message checking and activity tracking.

Our qualitative results showed that daily routines and places are closely related to the wearing behaviors, and

home has the lowest score of wearing when compared with other places such as workplace and cafeteria. The

major reasons for take-off events were discomfort and concerns of breakage. Wearing behaviors of smartwatch

is not affected by a single major cause, but a result of multiple aspects together: the need for an immediate

response, engagement in social activities, availability of personal workspace, need for multitasking, smartwatch

charging, aesthetic concerns, daily activity tracking, and exercise tracking. Overall, we find that the factors

affecting wearing behaviors are contextual and nuanced. As presented in prior studies [9, 42, 48], the major

facilitator was their usefulness under various contexts such as checking notifications and tracking physical

activities. Affording physical presence as a wrist-worn wearable (related to materiality) and micro-interactions

facilitates convenient/fast information access and helps to sustain wearing behaviors [3, 42].

5.2 Design Implications

There are a number of issues that have negative effects on wearing behaviors such as burdens of immediate

responses, disturbance in social contexts, limited/inaccurate activity tracking, concerns of breakage, battery

charging, and aesthetic concerns. Some of these findings were consistent with the prior studies [10, 13, 37]. In the

following, we discuss various strategies of improving wearbility of smartwatches and leveraging smartwatches

for behavioral changes

Nudging Smartwatch Wearing: Our results showed that short breaks are commonly observed throughout days

of week (beyond weekends). Interview results revealed that such breaks were mostly because they forgot to

take their watches on the charging stations. One way of improving wearability is to provide a context-aware

reminder in their smartphones. Bluetooth connectivity can be used to remind whether their watches are nearby

or not or place-based reminding can be leveraged (e.g., detecting place departure based on WiFi fingerprinting).

Furthermore, we can leverage various visualization techniques to improve awareness of wearing behaviors, as

Epstein et al. [14] suggested.

Managing Interruptions in Smartwatches: Smartwatches support micro-interactions that take only several

seconds to initiate and complete such as notification checking [3]. Micro-interactions with smartwatches were

generally considered as less disrupting than those with smartphones, but we found that they can be disruptive in

some contexts (e.g., stress of constant connectivity at home). One way of mitigating such smartwatch interruptions

is to enable context-aware interruption management [40, 41].
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Dealing with Charging Inconvenience: Our participants habitually charged their watches everyday (mostly at

home) and tended not to carry their charging stations due to inconvenience. The smartwatch chargers differ

in shape from the smartphone chargers. It is hard to find an alternative power source if users do not carry the

smartwatch charger. In reality, users have diverse functional needs with smartwatches (e.g., time checking,

notification reception, activity tracking). Thus, dealing with charging inconvenience is critical because this may

degrade wearing behaviors, which could lead to abandonment as in fitness trackers [12, 13].

Supporting Diverse Activity Tracking: Some of our participants commented that due to limited activity tracking

capabilities they tended not to wear their watches while exercising. The current exercise types provided by

activity tracking apps in smartwatches mostly focus on major exercises such as walking and running. Throughout

the study, we found that assuming users would be satisfied with tracking the major exercise types is misleading.

While recent activity trackers support diverse types of activity tracking, smartwatches currently lack such

options. Thus, we can increase the wearability of smartwatches by supporting tracking features of diverse

physical activities.

Leveraging Smartwatches for Behavioral Changes: Our results showed that smartwatches had higher wearing

intensity as opposed to activity trackers due to its support for multiple functions ranging from notification

checking to activity tracking, by complementing their smartphones. Due to diverse functional support and

smartphone interconnectivity, we expect that smartwatches can be considered as gateway/deficit technologies

for training/routinizing new behaviors, as Fritz et al. [16] suggested. Despite possibility of increased interruption,

micro-interactions with smartwatches provide immense opportunities for timely delivery of behavioral change

related information for prompt checking/glancing, which may lead to detailed review/reflection with their

smartphones and thereby to durable behavioral changes [17]. Furthermore, smartwatches can be used as ways of

enforcing certain behaviors by causing discomfort/inconvenience to users [4, 46, 50]; e.g., vibrating watches until

the users show desirable behaviors. For example, as one of the ways of mitigating smartphone overuse, unlike

conventional lock-based self-limiting mechanisms [23–25], we can nudge users of overuse by vibrating watches

until the users stop using their phones.

5.3 Limitations

Our study has several limitations about generalizability of the findings because we only tested single smartwatch

with college students. Overall, to generalize our findings, there should be comparative studies with other

smartwatch devices and diverse user groups.

First of all, we only examined the Apple Watch users, which has the largest market share in the world (45.6% as

of Q3 2016). The measurement and survey/interview results could be biased due to particular characteristics the

Apple Watch, such as its shape and the high novelty of Apple product users. Thus, temporal wearing behaviors

and factors affecting wearing behaviors could be different in other smartwatches.

Another limitation is that the results might be biased because the participants were college students. The life

patterns of college students are distinctively different from those of other groups, and this behavioral pattern

could have affected the way our participants wear their smartwatches. Nonetheless, analyzing physical wellbeing

of college students had received a lot of attention in recent years. For example, the StudentLife study analyzed

social, emotional, and physical health of college students using smartphone-based sensing [52]. The NetHealth

study analyzed the longitudinal Fitbit dataset of college freshmen to understand their wellbeing in campus [43].

Note that our work investigated the college students as a focusing lens on emerging wearable technologies.

Younger generations are likely to be early adoptors of novel technologies. Furthermore, college students are

considered to be vulnerable to various physical and mental well-being because of their developmental dynamics

and relative independence from social roles and expectations [21, 43, 52].

There is also a concern about our data collection method, because we freely distributed smartwatches to

the study participants. In our interview, some participants mentioned sense of obligations and burdens for
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wearing. This kind of reciprocal usage motivation may affect users to give longer wearing hours of smartwatch.

In the early stage of technology adoption, however, such data collection method is often used in the ubicomp

literature [26, 49]. Furthermore, our method is very similar to recent large-scale measurement studies of wearable

trackers where for data collection, researchers freely distributed activity trackers to specific interest groups (e.g.,

patients, college students) [34, 35, 43].

In our study, we used heart rate and step count data to infer wearing behaviors, because the Apple Watch

does not provide any API for accessing such information. Furthermore, to our knowledge, none of the current

smartwatches in the market provide any APIs to check wearing status. Instead of using heart rate samples and

step count data, processing raw sensor signals from heart rate sensors and skin conductance sensors allows us to

build classification models for inferring wearing status. For example, highly sampled raw heart beat signals may

differ significantly depending on wearing status. Exploring energy efficient and accurate sensing mechanisms for

detecting wearing status would be an interesting direction for future work.

6 CONCLUSION

As representative wearable devices, we studied wearing behaviors of smartwatches, which is critical for designing

wearable devices for various purposes. Towards this goal, we analyzed temporal wearing patterns of smartwatches

by collecting a longitudinal activity dataset from 50 smartwatch users for just over 200 days. Furthermore, we

investigated the reasons for wearing behaviors qualitatively with a survey and interviews. Through the study, we

identified three groups of smartwatch users based on their diurnal wearing patterns such as work-hour wearers,

active-hour wearers, and all-day wearers. Temporal behavior analysis showed that usage density of a user is fairly

high and consistent with only short break duration, possibly due to high engagement of smartwatch features.

Our qualitative study results showed that the factors affecting wearing behaviors are contextual, nuanced, and

multifaceted, including micro-interaction needs in daily routines, smartwatch charging, aesthetic concerns,

and activity/exercise tracking accuracy. We discussed several practical design considerations for improving

wearability of smartwatches and leveraging smartwatches for delivering behavioral intervention. There are

several directions for future work. First of all, for generalizability there should be follow-up measurement studies

with different user groups and trackers. Second, fine-grained temporal and spatial analysis of wearing behaviors

will allow us to quantify how various contextual factors influence wearing behaviors. Third, collecting and

analyzing multi-device usage data will provide better insights into wearing behaviors of smartwatches in the

ecology of ubiquitous computing.
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